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Mission: Mother Earth
Peace Through Geobiology
Richard Benishai

Geobiology does for our planet’s energy grid
what acupuncture does for your body’s energy meridians..

Dr. Brian L. Crissey, editor, The 5th World Journal
“Mission: Mother Earth is an unassuming book that refuses to jump out and shout its significance to the
world. Nevertheless what it covers may in the long run become very important to the peaceful future of life on
Earth. On the surface, the book describes a three-year period in the life of an electronics engineer turned geobiologist who was mysteriously guided into the invisible world of geobiology (the study of living energies in the
Earth), so he could discover, reopen and reconnect ancient high-energy sites that have been blocked for eons.
These vast subtle-energy systems, we find out, perform valuable processes that transform Earth’s dark, warlike
energies into the lighter vibrations of peace. Without the efficient operation of these systems, the Earth has long
been plagued by war, conflict, and division. Below the surface of the story, the “Family,” an unidentified group of
benevolent off-planet entities, speaking through a channeler, helps Richard reconnect these primordial sites into
a network of ley lines and powerful vortices. We are told that this energy network is now steadily building in
power and beginning to encourage sustainable peace and well being in the world. This book just grazes the surface of an emerging story that may in time involve many nations and several off-planet civilizations in a coordinated effort to bring global peace Mother Earth.”
Joanna Pinney Buell aka The Dowsing Deva
About Richard’s Training Courses in Geobiology:
"I cannot recommend this training highly enough. Richard is an engaging teacher who is able to take a class
room of students with various levels of experience and, by the end of the training, each one has absorbed and
mastered something new. For some, this training will open the doors to a whole new world, they never knew existed. For the seasoned practitioner this training may open a new path of service, as Richard invites students to
participate in projects that clear and raise the energy of troubled spots around the world. You will learn much
about Geobiology and the work Richard has been doing as a planet worker by reading the articles on his site:
http://www.geobiology.co.il"

